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What is HDMI?

High-Definition Multimedia Interface, or HDMI, is a digital audio, video 
and control signal format defined by seven of the largest consumer 
electronics manufacturers. HDMI specifications and compliance are 
enforced by an organization called HDMI LLC, which is controlled by 
representatives from the seven founding companies. Released on 
12/9/2002, it is supported by more than 300 companies. HDMI has 
several advantages over previous connection solutions:

 
and aspect ratio 

Since HDMI’s inception, the capabilities have changed as updates 
have been made to the specification. Version numbers, such as 1.2, 
1.3, and most recently 1.4 and 1.4a, have marked these updates. 

with electronics designed to meet previous standards, but will not 
add features that the existing products in your system do not have.  

 
feature options, including audio return channel, 4k x 2k resolution, 
support for 3D video and 3D broadcast video formats, as well as 
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Features and Data

amount of data any piece of electronics can send and receive to 10.2 

is as if HDMI LLC has created a buffet of options and has given you a 
10.2 Gbps plate. It is all you can eat, but it must fit on this 10.2 Gbps 
plate. Some features take up more room on this plate than others, so 
the electronics manufacturers must determine what features will be 
most desirable for their customers.

Video Options

Resolution: Refers to the number of pixels in both the horizontal 
 

dimensions, it is usually referred to by only one of the dimensions.

wide use on Blu-ray Disc and a variety of other consumer high-

supported by HDMI 1.4 and 1.4a is 4k, which can be defined 

is often mentioned prominently in discussions of HDMI 1.4’s  
capabilities, no current or planned consumer video formats employ 
4k resolution. Such an increase in resolution would dramatically 
affect the amount of data transmitted.

 Interlaced/Progressive Scan: Progressive scan displays the 
video as a series of complete images or frames, while interlaced 
divides these frames into two fields, one made of the even hori-

Color Depth:
per pixel (red, green, and blue), usually described as the  

 

currently supported by HDMI 1.3 and HDMI 1.4, when engaged, 
Deep Color transmission is typically 10-bits or 12-bits per color 
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per pixel.  Increases in color bit depth, such as those typical when 
the Deep Color feature in HDMI 1.3 and HDMI 1.4 components 
is engaged, dramatically increases the amount of data sent over 
HDMI cables.

Color Space: Different types of source material use different 
ranges of colors. Color spaces act as a map to translate these 
different color ranges between sources. For example, standard 
definition video from DVD, cable and satellite sources all conform 

Blu-ray. Having multiple color spaces available allows color to 

color space options do not affect the amount of data transmitted.

3D:
separate images for each eye, and keeping the images intended 

 
so-called “top/bottom” or “side by side” formats that reduce  
either horizontal or vertical resolution to conform to the data rates 

 
doubles the data rate of the signals transmitted via HDMI.

Refresh rate: Refresh rate refers to the number of times the 
image on the television is updated per second. It is described in Hz 
(hertz), and should not be confused with fps (frames per second). 

signal resolution and refresh rate that will be transmitted between 

in the display and not encoded in the source or created by the 
source component, so they have no impact on the data rates of 
HDMI-connected devices.
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Audio Options

Audio formats:
which are standard lossy compression formats, to uncompressed  

surround sound. Uncompressed or lossless audio formats have a 
minor impact on the data transmitted over HDMI.

Lip sync: Synchronizes audio and video compensating for signal 

Audio Return Channel:
 

receiver or surround sound processor, to not only send video 

Built-in Tuner

HDMI HDMI

Audio Cable

Audio Return Channel : Current

Built-in Tuner

HDMI HDMI

With
Audio Return Channel

Audio Return Channel : Future

Simpli!es cabling by combining the upstream 
audio capablity into a single HDMI cable

Built-in Tuner

HDMI HDMI

Audio Cable

Audio Return Channel : Current

Built-in Tuner

HDMI HDMI
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Audio Return Channel

Audio Return Channel : Future

Simpli!es cabling by combining the upstream 
audio capablity into a single HDMI cable
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system must support this feature, and this feature is not backward 

Additional Features

 Ethernet:

connection through the HDMI cable, as long as one of the HDMI- 
connected components in the system is connected to the  

of data transmitted over the four audio+video signal-carrying pairs. 

to work. 

Control:
to control one another without additional hardware or add-on  
control systems. Controls are somewhat limited, but often enable 

does not impact the data used.  

HDMI Cables:

19 individual conductors. Many 
of these wires perform multiple 
tasks and transmit large amounts 
of data, so the quality of the con-
ductors, precision of the geometry, 
and the quality of the termination 
all affect the ability of the cable to  
properly implement its tasks. 

For the most part, unlike HDMI enabled components, HDMI cables  
do not have features, they have capacity (often described as “speed” 



 

than this exception, the cable does not care what the resolution, color 
depth, or refresh rate of the signal is, as long as the data that makes 
up the signal is not too large for the cable to pass. HDMI LLC has 
approved two different categories of cable based on their respective 
speed ratings.

High Speed: meets or exceeds the maximum 
current data rate for HDMI of 10.2 Gbps,  
capable of transmitting 100% of the data  
required for al of HDMI’s current audio/video 

features, including Blu-ray 3D. Nearly all short length cables meet or 
exceed this category. Very high quality cables will meet this specifi-
cation for lengths up to about 10m. For the most part, longer length 
HDMI cables can only meet the High Speed specification with the 
use of active-circuit equalization or amplification. 

Standard Speed: meets or exceeds the mini-
mum HD data rate of 2.25 Gbps, the amount 

 
Standard Speed cables are capable of higher 

(which requires about 4 Gbps), but do not have the capacity to 

as 12m) cable may even be able to pass Blu-ray 3D, but still be rated 
 

currently limited to a Standard Speed rating. 

 
additional twisted-pair of conductors inside the cable, HDMI has  

 

 
HDMI LLC:

1.   Standard Speed
2.   High Speed



of cable manufacturers that tout incredibly high data rates or speed 

labeling long length cables based on results obtained from testing 
shorter versions of the cable.

In earlier sections, length is often mentioned as a concern for HDMI 

than analog cables, like component video. When a component video 
cable is run longer, it will pick up noise and lose signal along the way 
in a very linear fashion. It is unrelated to the amount of signal being 
sent, and will result in visible noise and loss of detail and brightness. 

better performance by reducing the amount of distortion in the cable 
and shielding the signal from outside noise. 

HDMI cables transmit packets of digital data along twisted pairs of 
wire. While there is still noise and loss, as long as enough of the 

in the missing pieces and give you a good clean picture that is  
difficult to distinguish from a picture with fewer errors.  If loss is 
too great, the image will appear to “sparkle” or you will lose picture  

 
further below. 

Picture Q
uality

100%

Cable Length

Picture Q
uality

100%

Cable Length

Picture quality of an analog signal gradually declines over 
longer length of cable.

Picture quality of digital signal (e.g. HDMI) drops suddenly 
after certain length of cable.



 
cable’s ability to provide a picture, are the amount of data being sent, 
and the length of the cable. Higher data rates bump up against the 
capacity of the cable, a capability which very simply diminishes with 

More than any other cable category, premium HDMI cables are  
 

misunderstanding of how digital works as well as oversight of all 
 

short length (let’s say 2m) cables of different qualities connected to  
identical systems will often be difficult to distinguish from one  

on a short length cables and the HDMI signal contains extra bits for 
error correction. Sharp eyes may see differences in brightness, or  

be more pronounced as lengths increase, but are not always as 
clear as night and day. Premium cables are capable of reliably going  
longer distances at higher data rates. Because of this, most of the grum-
bling and pushback from naysayers is in regards to shorter cables.

It should be said though, that errors do still exist on shorter cables 

Picture Q
uality

100%

Cable Length

Picture Q
uality

100%

Cable Length

Picture quality of an analog signal gradually declines over 
longer length of cable.

Picture quality of digital signal (e.g. HDMI) drops suddenly 
after certain length of cable.
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lengths, will result in less error correction and a measurably better 
signal, even though the human eye might be easily fooled. 

While the human eye is easily fooled, the human ear is in many ways 

 

most sophisticated consumer level surround formats, but audio is rarely 
mentioned, leaving all of the focus on video. For many reasons, audio 
is far more complicated to reproduce, and error correction is rarely 

 
audio verses video, as well as the ear’s sensitivity to timing errors 

 

lengths, and improvements in the cable materials make a marked 
difference in the sound quality from all HDMI enabled devices.  

integral to the design. Here is a refresher on these design elements 

 Solid Core: Unlike most HDMI cables on the market, all 

lower error rates. In our listening, solid core conductors greatly 
improve the audio performance of an HDMI cable, even when 

Metals: Great attention is paid to the quality of metals used in 

Copper) used in our analog cables is used as our HDMI cables’ base 
metal, with increased amounts of silver plating added as the models 

 
improvements in digital audio performance. 
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Geometry: Consistent, reliable performance from an HDMI 
cable, particularly a long one, requires very precise geometry 

 
constructed using the best precision twist machines available. 

Dielectric: In HDMI cables, the proper dielectric (insulation) 

qualities and its resistance to deformation significantly affect its 

chooses the best dielectric materials for all its HDMI cables in order 
to ensure that the geometry maintains its integrity. Coffee and  

patented Dielectric-Bias System (DBS), which drastically reduces any 
distortion and timing errors caused by the dielectric. For more informa-
tion on DBS, see our separate DBS educational module. 

Directionality:
 

through listening to every batch of metal used 
 
 

Return Channel in the opposite direction to ensure the best  

plugs to insure you get the best sound quality.

Terminations:
a wave solder machine, an automated process that allows for the  
greatest control of conductor placement, solder flow and temperature. 

signal loss and distortion.

meet or exceed the 10.2 Gbps maximum current data rate for HDMI. 
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HDMI cables will transmit 100% of the data required for Blu-ray 3D 
up to and including 12M lengths, and they will transmit 100% of the 
data required for broadcast 3D from cable and satellite sources up 

 
 

without having to worry about defective cables. 

going on in a system configured with HDMI and that means trouble-
shooting an issue may not be as simple as it is with analog cables. 
Not only does the video and audio need to be transmitted, but also 
data and copy protection (HDCP) and various “handshaking” meta-

as they relate to cables. 

Cliff Effect: Cliff effect typically affects only long length cables. If all 
the gear in the system is set up properly and capable of the desired 
resolution, but you are not getting a picture or the image appears to 
“sparkle,” it is most likely cliff effect. You can test this by lowering the 
resolution on the source and seeing if the picture appears. You can 
have this problem even if a cable is rated to be capable of a certain 
resolution. Physical damage to the cable, low or noisy signal output 

 
 

quality cable at the shortest length possible for the system. If incredibly 
long lengths are required, there are solutions on the market commonly 

and cost.

Data and HDCP: While both Data and HDCP signals are weakened 
over distance, Data and HDCP issues can be a problem even in  

 
for two-way communications, such as HDCP, format and resolution 
synchronization.  Much like two-way traffic on a single lane road, the 
timing of the data transmissions is very important. Small variations 
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in transmission voltages in the electronics, combined with variations 
in wire properties like capacitance, can result in poor timing and 
data crashes. While no particular product in the system is defective 
(for example you can put the HDMI cable on a different system and 

change the system slightly by using a different model HDMI cable, a 

an HDMI splitter.  

In Conclusion:

HDMI is the most advanced connection method available today, but 
its complexity can often be intimidating.  Hopefully, this educational 

marketing is an informed and inspired consumer, and that begins 
with you! 
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Summary:

High Speed or Standard Speed, which indicates whether a given 
HDMI cable at a given length is compatible all of HDMI’s current 
features.  

can therefore transmit 100% of the data required for all of HDMI’s 
current features, including Blu-ray 3D.  

and video experience through the best materials, design, and 
testing




